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Are You Wasting
Your Sermon
Prep Time?
by LORI C ARRELL
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preparation practices to make their
preaching more transformative. While
the amount of time they spent stayed
the same, they did change the way they
used their time. Pastors decreased the
amount of time spent reading related
books, viewing related media, and revising. What did they do instead? Here are
the four prep practices that helped them
create sermons listeners experienced as
more transformative.

1) Discernment of a clear sermon goal
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matters more than
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3) Oral rehearsal
“As the years roll by, I’m distracted from
sermon prep by exhausting engagements—and by pride. Thinking I know
what I’m doing, I spend less and less time
preparing. I didn’t think I needed oral
rehearsal. I was good enough.”
Most pastors resist spending precious
prep time polishing delivery. While it’s
true that oral rehearsal enhances language usage and fluency, that’s not the
key significant finding. Changing from
internal rehearsal (“going over it in my
head”) to oral rehearsal affects organization. Speaking out loud helps preachers
clarify main ideas, maintain focus, avoid
tangents, construct transitions, make introductions and conclusions more concise
and compelling, and make better use of
their sermon prep time. What do listeners
say? Better organized sermons are more
transformative sermons.

4) Dialogue with others
“I spend too much time dealing with
self-doubt as I wonder about the value of
what I’m doing. I need fresh ideas. I wait
for inspiration but then have to push to
get it done. It’s a lonely process.”
For the small sample of pastors who
talk about upcoming sermon content
with their spouses, listeners, or other
pastors, impact is increased. Because so
few pastors make time for this activity,
this revelation is the most tentative. But
take note: As listeners beg for relevancy
and preachers long to freshen the familiar, engaging in pre-sermon dialogues
with parishioners can invigorate sermon
preparation and impact. Intentional conversations with spouses and peers (even
via email) also appear to make a differ-

pastors (cecl.glcc.org). Check out
“Dr. Lori’s Blog” at askgodtv.com.

